
SAFETY RULES
Masks:

○ Your mask must stay on at all times on the playing field.
○ No exceptions

■ If you have to move or adjust it for any reason, please find a referee and
they will help you.

○ If you take your mask off once, a referee can take your gun away for a game. If
you take it off again, you’re done for the day.

○ Expect to be yelled at by staff or regulars if that mask comes up/off.
Barrel Bags:

○ Barrel bags stay on the end of the barrel of your gun at all times while off of the
field.

○ There are hooks located on the inside of all fields for you to hang your barrel bags
on.

○ After a game is over, you grab your barrel bag and place it back on your gun
before exiting.

Safety:
○ Safety stays on at all times while off the field.
○ Red = safety is off, the gun will fire.
○ Read the words near the buttons, one side will say “push fire” other will say “push

safe”
Gun Issues:

○ If your gun happens to not shoot, pull the lever back as far as possible and try
again.

○ If it continues to not shoot; find a staff member and we will fix it for you.
○ Do not take anything off of the gun.

■ If anything on the gun is not working or seems to be falling off, find a staff
member and we will fix it for you.

Air/Chrono:
○ Fill up your air after every game. We fill rental tanks at 3000 psi.
○ We chrono our guns at 290 feet/second.
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■ If you have your own marker, make sure to chrono it before you go out to
play.

Shooting:
○ When shot, yell “I’m Hit!” and raise your arms and gun up in the air.
○ Surrender rule - If you come within 10 feet of someone, give them the opportunity

to surrender.
○ No blind firing, make sure you are looking where you are aiming your gun.

■ The staging area can get shot and it’s very dangerous for people out here
without a mask on.

Paint:
○ No outside paint can be used here from other companies or fields.

■ It must be bought from here. If found, staff can dump your hopper.
○ Do not pick up paint from the ground and put it into your gun.

■ Once it’s on the ground, leave it on the ground.
○ Do not pick up paint and throw it at tables, lockers, conex boxes, your friends, etc.

Staff:
○ Please respect the staff and their decisions out on the playing field.
○ Referees are out during games to make sure everyone is safe and playing fair.

■ Our referees are usually right but if there is any reason you would like to
speak with a ref about a call, please wait until after the game to speak with
them.

○ With that being said, do not shoot at referees. This is considered assault.
○ Do not go on to any of the playing fields without a referee or a staff member.

■ If you happen to leave something out on the playing field, find a staff
member to help you.

Common Sense:
○ Do not shoot wildlife, airplanes, motocross riders, or referees.

■ If we see you purposefully shoot any of those, it will result in your gun
getting taken/kicked out.

○ No inappropriate language, on or off of the field.
○ Clean up after yourself.

■ We have trash cans located at the end of every shade cover.
○ No use of drugs or alcohol, including in the parking lot.
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